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Even th6ugh several national testing firms have developed measures to
evaluate the effectiveness of baccalaureate education, there continues tO.
be a general reluctance on the part of faculty in colleges and universities
to accept these measures as criteria on which. to evaluate educational
programs. Some of the resistance appears to lie in the lack of validity of
commercially prepared tests as measures of their competencies (often 50 to
100 in dumber), the amount of cost and effort to evaluate these competed,
cies with the kinds of performance tests they seem to prefer, and question-

- dable psychometric rigor of .locally made performance tests.. A'series of '

three prototypical real-life problem solving exercises and. rating criteria
were developed to address these limitations. 'A.-theory of 'humad performance

provides a rationale for the development of the generic skills test. The

stimuli are-In the form,qt real-life scenarios, and require short-answer
essay responses. Rating scales use descriptions of high, medium an4
performance attributes to evaluate responses. ,The .results. of a field test
indicate that the difficulty level of exercises appears acceptablel the
problem=solvidg constructs are'indepeddent and meaningful, and that the
interrater and alpha reliabilities are sufficiently high to warrant its use
as a pr' gram evaluation instrument. The contribution of basic intellectual

factors maturation and educational experiences to generic performance
should e ascertained through further research.
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The Development.of a Baccalaureate Outcome Measure
'

Based on a Generic Skills Theory'of Human Performance

by

Gary W. Peterson
Florida State University

While several showcase `competency -based liberal arts programs

have been implemented in higher edutatiori and several national testing

1

firms are either developing: or marketing instruments' to measure,bac-

calaUreate outcomes (Forrest and Steele (1981), Warren, (1980),Wihter,

McClelland and Stewart 1981) the nature of the baccalaueeate outcomes and

ttibir measurement is still-very much-open,to.queStiOn.'.Further, the press

for accountability in higher education (Petei-son and.StakenaS, 1981), has

resulted 'in many institutions either trying purchase outcome measures from

commertial vendors or trying to develop their own in oi-der to demonstrilte

"value-added" contributioris to intellectual skills (Katz, 1982, Astin

.,

1982). In .spite of the existence of,model competencysprograms and 'commer-

cially prepared instruments faculty often reject available tests out of

hand at face value or fall short in their efforts to create them (PeterSo6

and Watkins, 1979, Peter-ton, 1982).

There are additional,deterants that discourage fatulty fronyusing

,petency outcome measures to evaluate the effectiveness of baccalaureate

programs. First, faculty,. in the.process of defining desired bac

'calaureate outcomes, often formulate ponderous lists of.50.-to 100 cbm-

petency statements. 'But, withOut a clear and coherent theoretical fra-

meWork with which" to abstract such lists, the selecting or developing of.
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assessments is confusing, if not overwhelming. Secondly, while faculty are

generally favorably'disposed to the use of free response questions as a

strategy for assessing higher order thinking skills,(Peterson, and Watkins;

1979), the amoUnf of time,' inconvenience and resources required to admi-
,

r ninster and score such instruments also.present drawbacks--not to mention.

certain methodologjWprsibiemi. thirdly, the task of developing a bac.-

calaureate tes that takes into account differences among cohorts.of,stu-

.dents in terms of intellectual fact6rs as well as s-edUcational and Wee

experiences also presents formidable psychometric challenges. A prototype

baccalaureate outcome measure was developed from a-comprehensible theoreti-

cal framework that offers practical utility and psychometric integrity.

Based on earlier theoretical research (Peterson 1981, 1982, Peterson

and Rumsey, 1981), the prototype baccalaureate measure was derAied from a:

model of human performance that links baccalaureate-skills dynartally (see

Travers, 1980) so that multjple skill dimensions can be assessed through

the use of a-Single 'stimulus situation (i.e., scenario). To assist faculty

- in developing locally-made versions of the instrument, a framework for\the

development of scenarios and their respective stimulus and response attri-
.

butes is also presented.' Ahalyses pertaining to-construct validity;

reliability and-utility are included.

A generic skills theory_of human performance

The .development of the prototype baccalaureate assessrpent battery

began with.the concept of competence. Competence may be considered as .the

integration of knowledge, skills, and attitudes required to perform adult'



roles effectively (McClelland, 1973; and Goleman, 1981). A competent

indiviival, then this one who ,is able to meet effectively and effi-
,

ciehtly the demands of occupatinnal, personal, and community roles as in
0

the case of a competent physician, army officer, or housewife. Competent

performance'is based on the mastery and integration of .componentcognitlpe

--kid psychomotor skills and knowledge. These component skills are typi-

cally labeled competencies.

Some skills,,however, seem to occur over and-over againlin the analysis

of many and diverse occupational or life tasks. These pervasive and

transcendent skills are designated as generic-sktfis. According to Wodit0

(1977), the term, generic, connotes a function or a pattern of activity

that is recurrent in a wide series of discrete purposive behaviors.

-"Generic skills are basic in the sense that they are ubiquitious: they

show up again and again as components or instances of successful behavior"'

(pg. 8). Thus one infers the Presence of generid skills from thevccess-

ful performance of, discrete tasks which constitute' occupational or

life roles. A task: is defined as' a unit of behavior with albeginning and

ending pointpoint that can be accomplished, in hours rather than days or weeks

(Branson, 1980).

Important attributes of generic skills may include the following

(Peterson, 1981):

Generic skills undergrid what is commonly referred to as genera-
lized problem-solving behavior;

A generic skill is an 6ility or capability that possesses its own
.unique hierarchy of discrete related component'skills;

A generic skill is pervasive and recurs across academic or pro-
fessidonal disciplines Of study and even life or job skills;
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The mastery of knowledge base underlies the development and
demonstration.of.generic

The demonstration of,generic skills e6quires the integration of
discrete lower order component skills and.knowledge; and

kdividuals who have mastered generic skills are able to apply
them in a variety of real-life situations orcontexts to solve .

problems encountered in adult roles in society.

Thus,
.

generic skills are constructs which could be viewed as "common

denominators" of :learning among various disciplines of study and may be

4

used to compare student development across academic programs with:n a uni-

versity or even among colleges and universities. Stated in more formal
/ .

r'' terms, generic skills are constructs 'of intellectualability that capture

, common vari ance across -discretely different discipline- oriented, performance -

tasks.

Structural and functional relationships among generic skills m

Foul' generic skills have been identified from previous research by

Peterson (1982),and Warren, (1980) for the development of measures: they

include Communication, Disciplined Inquiry, Valuing, and EXecution. These
....

skills undergird a capstone skill referred to, as generalized

Problem-solving. Structurally, according to the author's formulations (see

figure 1, eacl(of these skills in turn possesses its own unique hierarchy
0

of subordinate skills such as the perceiving and interpreting of verbal,

non-verbal and'quantitative symbols in Communications or analyzing or

synthesizing in Disciplined Inquiry. Further, the capacity to demonstrate

generic skills is based on a set of basic cognitive abilities (e.g., rela-

tionships among words and concepts, proportionate logic ,spacial

41.
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pldn-
ning

Imple-
menting

Basic Cognitive Abilities
e.g., analogies, proportionate logic,syllogistic reasoning

. -

Figure 1. An hypothetical structure and relationships among problem

solving,.generiC, and basic cognitive skills.'
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relationships) that are typically measured by common intelligence and apti-

.

tude tests.

In terms of the functional characteristics.of the model, the st

step in coping with problem situations (anomalies, needs, dissonances) is

to perceive and interact with the phenomenon of inquiry (i.e. a problem

solying task). This.calls for receiving, interpreting, and sending verbal,

nonverbal, and qUantitative messages (CommunicatiOn). Individuals must

then be able to inquire into the phenomenon by reducing it into its com-

ponent parts, and relating them to each other(Analysis). They must then
.

extract and organize information to formulate potentia) courses of action

to reduce or eliminate the anomaly (Synthesis). Next, each alternative

course of action must be evaluated in terms of costs and benefits to them-

selves, their social or occupational groups, and to the wider society in

terms of higher order principles sr .ethics (Valuing). Finally, individuals)

." must structure activities to achieve a goal by defining objectives in a .

coherent means-ends relationships (Planning) and carry"out the plan

(Implementation) .

All of-these capabilitiet are brou4Ot to bear in performing essential

life and occupational tasks in which the cue functions are ambiguous, the

alternative courses of action nOt predetermined, and the 'consequences of

implementing various courses of action uncertain. If there is a lack of

development-in 'any of these capabilities, a person's potential as a

problem-solver and hence performer of complex life tasks is limited con-

comitantly. The portrayal of this process may be depicted in Figure 2 on

the next page in the fdrm of(an N2 chart. One can note from the-chart how

successive, skills convolute on preceding skills. The engaging of a latter
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W

COM

ANAL

SYN

Where:

VAL

EXEC

COM is perceiving a problem or need (Communication)
ANAL is relating components (Analysis) .

SYN is formulating possible courses of action (Synthesis)
VAL is estimating costs and benefits for each course of action (Valuing)
EXEC is planning and implementing a solution (Execution)

Fig6 ig 2. N2 Chart for Interrelationships Among Subordinate Generic
Problem Solving Skills
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a narrow or discrete sphere of kpowledge, a mastery of several operations

and an ability to apply theSe skills in familiar instructional problem

situations. Thus the cue funOtion (i.e. test item stimulus),should be

recognizable to students who.have had the Course and the responses may

require only the retrieval of knowledge and skills practiced in familiar

course contexts.

A second or,more distal level of outcome, i.e. the major or minor

field, concerns whether students are able .to demonstrate generic skills

using a wider range of knowledge and Ore.complex operations and procedures

tipan,at the proximal level. Students must be able to integrate knowledge

and skills from a series of refated courses and use specialize4 knowledge

to" address more complex situations than at the course level of outipme.

Assessment situations at the second leVel also involve more.complex cue

functions than at the proximal level., Students must be able to 'perceive

order in more ambiguous stimulus situations by being able to to differen-

tiate relevant from jrrelevant information. They must bring to bear more

complex procedures than at the course level, select appropriate operations.
. ,

according to their utility and efficiency, and integrate them to address

higher order purposes. The responses may also be more sophisticated

requiring more complex and ordered sequences of expression while using

appropriate information to document and to justify. These capabilities are

\performed through the "gestalt "' of a discipline of study;

AssesiMent of generic skills at the third level, i.e., the B.A, level,

requires students to investigate issues or problems integratingeboth speci-

fic- major field and broad general education perspectives. A student should

be able to not only use formal structures from one's' discipline of study,
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but also to be able to draw upon other disciplines encountered through .

general education and minor field concentrations.' For example, if

biology majors are tnvestigatinQ whether a bridge should be'constructed

across an estuary,'they should be able to determine the potential impact

such a structure could have on the flora and fauna of theical ecosysteM

as welt as to draw from the Humanities and Social Sciences to address

possible economic; social, and aesthetic implications.

The cue function of an assessment task at the third level alto

involves imposing order and more structure on more ambiguous situations

that, at the Proximal or second level. A wider repertoire of cognitive

skills is also required to perform tasks at this level and responses entail

the integration of a wider diversity of principles and supportive det01.

Students must also be aware of the biases and values of the respective

ditciplines as well as be congnizadt of their own personal values. They

should be able to cope with value. conflicts by applying a higher order .of

recognized sets of principles and ethics.

The fourth or.ultimate level generic skill assessment concerns eva-'

luating whether students are able to "break", the boundaries of disciplinary

thought -as acquirid in sequences of academic courses and are able to

demonstrate the ability to use generic skills to cope with real. life issues

and problems such as choosing a political candidate, selecting a career,

resolving a personal conflict, making decisions in professional

situ%tions, or taking a stand oria political issue. In such assessments,

students are presented with a novel situation and are required to structure

its apparent elements, seek appropriate information, formulate rules when

necessary, and to distinguish among personal, cultural, and disciOlinary
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values. . At this level, the assessment taSkS may well appear ,to be

"discipline-free" in the sense thWresponss,do not require the recalling

facts, definitions, concepis.or principles:From a single

N.

discipline\ Students are required to perform a more difficult task--to

seek out, select and ,evaluate informatiop pertaining to an issue, a

Woblem, or pending decision.

At this ultimate level of "scope" dimension,'the stimuli of the
. -

assessment -tasks tend to be. ambiguous and unt-tructured. :Students are askec

to assume a socially responsible role presenteC.With an issue,' a dilehma

question, a. problem to solvg or a'decision to-make. The task Shouldle.

sufficiently complex 'so as to require the integration'' of a
.-

disciplinary perspectives and= skills Students ffthi.4the resPeCtive

variety of

disciplines are likely in demonttrate differences in the manner in which -----

they respond to problem-rohlem-solvin

ft

situationS because the perspectrves and.

analytical aols" (Commuhicatio t, Disciplined Inquiry,°Valuing and

Executfon) they have acquired will refleCt the kinds of educational

io

experiences theyhave had-previously; All three exercise in the prototype

test assess generic skills at the ultimate level, eech draWing upon

perspectivet from VarietY'of

Assumptions

Three assumptions or propostiont, are mate- in the development of

prototype baccalaureate outcome measure:

There is a continuum of cognitive complexity that 'underlies each
generic skill dimension which is- reflected in terms of high,' _

medium and.low levels of performance;

An aim of higher education to assist students in developing
problem solving capabilities which,necessarily includes important



component skills (i.e. generic skills);
,.

One criterion with whicivtoevaldate.academic:prograM.effeCr
tWeness should ihcludean assessment-ofArowth
capabilities Of'ttudents:.

Jest Development

" the scenarios. Three.scenarios were deyeloped using the Skill X..

Content X Scope model depicted in Figure 3. The first exercise, ,Cuban

Crisis, was designed to emphasize Humanities and Social Science perspec-

tiyes of the. cube; the second, LandDevelopment, was design4d to draw on

the NaturalNatural and Social Sciences; and third, Token Economy draws on 'Social

Sciences and Professional education. Cuban Crisis was developed with the

assistance of a fatulty colleague in the. Department of Religion;,Land

Development was developed by thg author from a series of articles and edi-

torials in a lotal newspaper; and Token Economy Was-also formulated by the

author. Each of the scen'arios requires an individual to assume a social

role such as a social caseworker (Cuban Crisis), a county, .commissioner

(Land Development), and a county school board member (Tbken Economy). The

scenarios were intended to create interesting and engaging situations to

help sustain motivation in,the task. The:situations in the scenarios were

designed to be' sufficiently complex so, as to compel high levels of

for of each of the generic skills. The three scenarios contained

between 150 and 250 words and are located in Appendix III:

The directive-statements. The directive statements are the keys to

the effectiveness of each task in, terms of eliciting maximum performance in
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the respective generic skills.. The directives were derived from liberal

arts competency statements obtained from earlietrelearch efforts (Peterson

t\' 'scenario
. .

and Watkins 1978 and Peterson 1982). They a e the same for each scenario

and are as follows:

1. Problem Solving

.

tubski-11:' .Formulate a.plin of action:16 rectify 'a n'ted.bn.anOmaly
based on:- -a higher order, principled rationale.

1 .

Directive:Statement: Betcribe hich courses) of action you .woUld
recommend in the-above:sitUationarid:expi in
mty. Ple se:elaborate as :-Much:as you can
and use the back:of the paper if,necestary.

%

2. Communication

Directive:

Analysis

Subskill: Perceive elementg in a problem situation by demon-
stratirethe ability to view an event from multiple
perspectives.

Directive: Describe the problem from A's perspective, B's per
spective or C's perspeotive.

ComprehenCcompleX situations'
idea in one's own words.

As a,,Jrole Spedified)-whatHi
you in the above scenario?

y expregsing the main

the central issue.16r,

4. Synthesis

Subskill: Formulate.a variety of discretely plausible courses
of action given a problem situation.

Directive:. Lit as many possible courses of action that might be
fak n in the above scenario, including options you
would not choose to follow. Use the bac:k of the

page if there is not enough space4or all of your

alternatives.

5. Valuing

Subskill: Infer values from behavior
=
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Directivq4 What values underlie A'
C's behavior?

Execution

Subskitl: °Perceive logical means-ends relationships with suf-
fiCient detail.

Directive: For the soTution you recommended in Part I (Problem
Solving), outline the sequence of actions that you
would take to implement.the solution. Describe what'

you would do 'first, second', third, etc.

The rating scales. lie development of rating scales involved the

delineation of performance attributes for high (5), medium (3) and low (1)

anchor points. along a 5-point continua um . The works of developmental

psychologists such as Piaget (See Flavel, 1963), Kohlberg (1971) and Perry

(1970) were helpful in developing a priori general conceptualizations of

the respective ::performance contirliia. The ,descr"iption-of perforTances were

developed andrefined on the basis of a pilot test. The scenario and the

directives for Cuban Crises (Exercise 1) are presented in Appendix I. The

rating scales appear in Appendix II.
fm

Test battery assembly. The prototype baccalaureate

background information form, a voiabulary test
Q.

exercises. A 5-point rating scale was appended to Cuban Crisis and Land

Development to assess the degree of familiarity with the content of the

test consists -of

and three generic

respective scenarios. The background information form asked for the sub-

jects' age, total number of semester hours completed, the number. of

semester hours Completed in their -major field and

hours completed in7-PtYChologY. Ttfe vocabulary test was

Vocabulary Test (1962),;a.121inUte test to ga'.in an IndiCatIOn

intelligence factor (Spearman g) that ostensibly underlies the demonstra,

the Wide Range
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tion ofgeneric skills according to the model ThiSshort vocabulary test

can be used _in program`tvaluation purposes as,a.covariate:to.eqUate perfor-

mances among cohort groupt in terms of VerbaVablity. taCh exercise con--.

sists of two parts: (1)__ the decision (Problem Solving) and (2),the

inquiry the assessment of generic skills). Thefirst part, the decision,

seeks to establish a goal and rationale for coping with a problem situation

while the second 'Art, the inquiry, seeks to ;assess the level of generic

skill proficiency undergirding the decision. The procedure is somewhat

analogous to the proceddres used to administer psycho1ogical projective

instruments.

Pilot testing.. The pilot test subjects consisted of 17 juniors and

senior from an upper divisibn Human Relations and Communications

offered in the College of Education and 5 graduate students in Counseling.

Both groups completed the three exercises as homework assignments. As a

result of the pilot test, both the directive statements and model responses

at the 5, 3 and 1 anchor points were revised.

Field-Test Administration

Samples. Three groups of students were sought for the field test:

lower division, upper. Aivision and graduate students to gain a full range

of generic skill performances and background characteristics with-which to

analyze relationships'among constructs. The lower-division students were

volunteers fromIntroductory Psychology classes who received course credit

for participation'injaculty research. The upper divisiOn students were

.paid volunteers ($10 per session) who came primarily from ROTC classes and



Human Relations and Communication classes. 'Students from almost_all majors

;attend these classes. The graduate Studentswere volunteerS froWthe

authors's graduate classet in the:College of Edutation mostof:WhOrtmere,

In their first, year of graduate school. ThOaMple:consisted:Of.20 freSh7
'

.men and sophomores, 26 juniors. arid seniors; ane16 graduate .students.

There'were 27 males and 35 females. Major field representation was 61%
f

.

-Professional SchoOls 25% Social. Sciences,. 5% Natural Sciences and 5%

Undecided. .The author repOgnizesthat a Stratified random sampling proce

r

Aure-wculd,have been preferred to offset the risk of sampling error bias.

Testing Sessions. When visiting Classes to secure volunteers

up sheet was circulated for. subjects to attend scheduled testing isessons.
.

. .

Subject§-were informed that a testing session 'would, take-between 2 and 3

hours. The show-rate for Psychology students and graduate students (non

Laid valunteers) was 75% while only 50% of the upper division students

(paid volunteers) appeared for testing after signing up.

When subjects arrived for the testing sessions, they first completed

the background information questionnaire and then the 12-minute Wide Range

Vocabulary Test. They were then informed they had unlimited time to

complete the three generic skills exercises. A brief description of a

o.

token economy was given orally by the proctor since some of the subjects

were unfamiliar with what a token economy was. Most students completed the

_exercises within two hours and

order in which the exercises were

Development



Rating the Responses

- .

Each res'po0nse was rated three times by three ABD doctoral students in

Counseling. Before beginning the rating procedres, they were informed

about the nature of the project, the skills and the scales. They were

instructed, for each-of the dimensions,'to first rate the/responsesof the

first ten subjects and then'to return to the beginning and readjust any

scores following a second reading. Then, f'ollowing a question and answer

period, the remaining 52 responses were scored. Approximately seven hours

were required of each rater to score 62 samples? for Jall six generic skill

dimensions for each exercise. Thus about 21 hours of rating

required for each rater to evaluate all three exercises for 62 examinees....

The raters evaluated all protocols one dimension at a time to eliminate

halo.effects across skills. The tests yere sequenced in alphabetical order

and the identity of subjects remained anonymous to the 'raters. To offset

Potential ordering effects, one rater scored a given set responses forward,

another backward and a third began in the middle.and proceeded forward.

18

time .was

Results"

Test difficulty, The means and standard deviations and range for eac

exercise as well as the scores for all three exercises.combined are pre-

Sented in Table 1. All of the means were near the midrange'of the scales

(i.e. medium level resporites) except for the Valuing dimension which was

between the medium and low range (2 "level responses). of the distribu-

tions met normality criteria for skew and kurtosis. The complete range of

performances (lowest possible (3) and highest possible (15)) were found in

twelve of eighteen tasks (three exercises X Six skills). The ranges of
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Table

Difficulty level, range and reliability

Skills
Exercistis

Problem Solvin
ra..

exercise
Exercise 2
Exercise 3
Combined

Communication
-176rEiTe71- 7.52 2.93 )15 343 .79

Exercise 2 9.45 3.52 15 3-15 .86

Exercise 3 7.90. 2.94 15 3-15 .75

Combined 24.87 7.41 45 10 -43. .84

F.

Analysis
Exercise 1 9.00 -'2.57 1 4-14 .63 .35

Exercise 2 8.74.----1r60 15 3-13 - .67 .46

Exercise 3 8.10 2.82 , 15 3-15 .73 .48

Combined 24.84, 5.20 45 15-40' .73

Maximum Mean.

Meari'. S.D. Scale Ran .e Reliabilit Reliabilit
Possible Observed Alpha ° Interrater

8.18 2.85 15

8.15 2.78 15

8.08_ 2.87 15

24.40 6.44 45

3=15
3-15'
3-15.

13

,79
.78
.78

.8], '

.56

.54

.55

Synthesis
Exercise 1' 7.34 2.33 ,.15 ,

Exercise 2 9.65 2.82 "15

Exercise 3 8.73 3.09 15

Combined 25.71 6.17 45

;->

3-13 . .67

3-1 .82

3-15\ .80

15-41' .80'

Valuing .

Exercise 1 5.81 2.81 15 3-15 .82 .60

Exercise 2 6.56 2.34 15 3-13 .69 .44

Exercise 3' 6.32 3.03 15 3-15 ..88 .71

Combined 18.69 6:47 45 9-33 .85

.41

.60

.56

Execution
Exercise 1
Exercise 2
Exercise 3
Combined

7.00' 2.41 15 3 -13 .66

8.42' 2.64 15 3-15 .68

8.74 3.27 15 3-15 .89

24.16 6.12 45 12-39 .78

\Exercise 1 = Cuban Crisis
Exercise'2 = Land .Development
Exercise 3 = TOke.wECOnomY
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scores of the combined scales created by summing nine ratings Across three

exercises were from 24 to 33. In only onerskill, Valging, did '.a- student

receive nine, 1-ratings across all three exercises. No student earned all
. ,

S's across all the exercises for any of the skills'. One student in

AnalysiS earned seven,, 5 rating's and 'two, 4 ratings. -TherefOre, the levels,

of difficulty, ranges of scores and variability of scores within generic
. 1

skill dimensions appear to be sufficient for use as a program evaluatiOn

measure. gro

Test reliability. The reliabilities (coefficient alpha) for the scale

of 18 tasks (3 exercises x 6 skills) are also presented in Table 1. The

ilphaS range from .63 to .89 with a mean of .71. The alphas, for the com-

bined scales formed by adding nine ratings for each subject ranged from .73

to .85 with .a mean of .80, The interrater prd6O-TOOntr'correlations, for

each of the 18 individual tasks ranged from .35 to .73 nith a mean of .53.

This lelYel of interratli agreement is typical of measures using high leveld

of inference to rate the responses. The-alpha reliabilities of the cdm-

bined ratings were viewed as sufficient for use of the instrument in

program evaluation.

The relationships between exercises. Both zero-order and attenuated

correlations of skills across exercises are shown in Table 2 on the next

page. The range for zero-order correlations is .19 to .49 with a mean of

.37. Likewise the range for the attenuated correlations is .26 to .65 with

a mean of .49. These coefficients represent an index of the degree of com
.

monality of skills, across exercises. Using the attenuated coefficients to

estimate thegrelationship between two variables assuming perfect measures,

the average amount of common variance between two identical skills across
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Table 2

o
.

Zero-Order and Attenuated Correlations by Skills Between Exercises

Skills
Exercises

rxy

(rtt)

Skills
Exercises

rx

rtt)

Problem Solving Ex2 Ex3 Synthesis ti Ex2

Exercise cly

Exercise (2)

Communication

a.

.31 .44

(.40)a(.57)

.32

(.41)

Ex2 Ex3

Exercise (1)
0

Exercise (2)

Valuing

..19
(.26)

Ex2

Exercise (1)

Exercise (2)

Analysis

.49 .49.

(.60) (.65)

.33

(.41).

Ex2 Ex3

Exercies (1)

Exercise (2)

Execution

.49

(.65)

Ex2

rx,
(rtt)

Ex3

.36

1.49)

.43

1.58)

Ex3

.36

(.42)

.48

(.62)

Ex3

Exercise (1) .37 .33 Exercise 04 .37 .37 .

(.57) (.49) . (.55) (.48)

Exercise (2) .24

,

Exercise (2) .20

(.34) (.26)

. Nuffibers in parentheses are correlations for attenuation based on alpha.
reliabilities.
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a.

different exercises is 24%. With zero-order correlations; the average
.

amount of common variance between skills decreases 'to 10: Further, even

though the exercies were designed to represept.different content domains,

on the skill x tontent x. scope matrix, the range of strength of attenuated

intercorrelations within skill areas appears small (maximum :22 between

-highest and lowest for Synthesis). Therefore, because of the modest

correlations (i.e. shared variances) across exercises within skills, enti-

ties called generic skills were measured.

The relationship among generic skills. The matrix 'for both zero-order

and attenuated correlations among generic skills is presented in Table 3.

The generic skill scores were determined; by summing the nine ratings across

three exercises (three ratings fol. each of three exerdises). The range of

zero-order correlations among skills is .33 to .66 with a mean of .55 while
,

. .

the rant for attenuated correlations is .41 to .84 with a mean correlation

of .69. Therefore, using the mean attenuated correlation among all generic
,

skills, there is anaveragd of 48% common variance between individual

Skills. While this may seem high at first glance, one must be mindful that

there is also .an. average of 52% unique variance between the skills. Thus,

the six individual skill dimensions may be considered as:independent and

meaningful constructs.

Familiarity with problem situation. An investigation was made

regarding the degree to which familiarity with the problem scenario in

realPlife situations (Cuban Crisis and Land Development) or the extent to

which of coursework in a technical situation (Token Economy) might be

related to generic skill performance. In the two Real-Life exercises,
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Table

. .

Zero Order and Attenuated Correlations'Among Generic Skills

Generic Skills

Com
rx

rtty )

al

rx

(rtty )

yn .

rx

(rtty )

al

rx

(rtty )

ec

rxy

(rtt)

Problem Solving .61 .63 .63 .60 .49

(.74)a (.82) (.78) (.72) (.62)

Communication .52 .50 .45 .33

(.66) (.61) (.53) (.41)

Analyses .60 .66 .63-

(.79)' (.84) (.84)

Synthesis .63 .48

(.77) (.61)

Valuing
.

.49
(.60)

0% Numbers in parenthesps are correlations corrected for attenuation based on
alpha reliabilities.



Cuban Crisis and Land Development, subjects rated their level of fami-

liarity with the two situations on a five point scale (see Appendix II).

jn the third exercise, Token Ecdnomy, subjects were asked to record.the

total number of semester hours completed in Psychology. The correlations

between responses to the familiarity scales and the first two exercises as

well as credit hours taken in Psychology, with respect to the third exercise

are presented in Table 4. The results indicate there was only one exercise

within one skill in which there was a significant correlation between the

familiarity scale and generic skill performance. This one significant

correlation was considered to be an artifact of the data.. Therefore it was

\

concluded tha\ familiarity with an event ih real-life scenarios in this

battery has little if no bearing on the demonstration of generic skills.

Significant correlations were however,obtained between credit hours in

psychology and generic skill scores im_the Token Economy Exercise. When

interpreting these" results, it is well to refer to Table 5 on page 26 in

which correlations between generic skills and a variety of background fac-

tors are presented.. The strength of correlations -between generic skills

and age and total credit hours completed appears strong. Thus the rela-
.

tionship between credit hours taken in Psychology and generic skill scores

may be more owed to maturation, total educational experience and verbal

ability than to mastery of content in psychology.' On the basis of these

data the conclusion cannot be made in terms-of whether the mastery of spe-

cific content 'is related to generic skill performance. Thus the rela-

tionship between the degree of content mastery and generic skills is still

an open issue. The impljctions of this finding for academic program eva-

luation are discussed later. 1 44,
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Table 4

Correlations of Fam-iliarity With Problem Situation or Content Domain i

,/

Skills
Exercise r

Skills
Exercise'

Problem Solving Synthesis
Exercise 1 .03a Exercise 1 -.01
Exercise 2 -.0613 Exercise 2 -.08
Exercise 3 .49***c Exercise 3 .31**

Communication Valuing
Exercise 1 -.06 Exercise ' -.06
Exercise 2 .06 Exercise -.10
Exercise 3

,
.28* Exercis

1

.38***

Anal semis 'Execution'
Exercise 1 .22* Exercise 1 .00
Exercise 2 -.09 Exercise 2 -.03
Exercise 3 .52*** Exercise 3 . .45***

l

eft

b)
Correlation with 5 point familiarity scale with Cuban Culture
Correlation with 5 point familiarity scale with Land Development
issues 1

c) Correlation with total semester hours completed in Psychology

*p < .05
** p C .01

4** p .001

5.
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Relationship between generic skills and verbal ability, age and

educational-experience. Correlations between age, elements of educational

experience and vocabulary are premited in Table 5. The mean correlations

between- generic Skill 'performance and age is .56, year in college .52,

total semester hours ,52, semester hours in major .49, semester hours in

Ptychology .49, semester hours of general education .34 and vocabulary .50.

Apparently, educational experience, maturation and jnteilectual factors-are

all related talggric skill performance. Unfortunately all of these fac

tors are themselves highly interrelated in so th"at the determjnation of

theirrelativeconfribution to generic skill performance Could not be

'ascertained with regression.analYtes due .to the; presence of.multicolin

earity (Lewis-Beck, 1980). If the subject pool had included a group of

adult learners, with limited educational experience,'then erhaps some light

could have been shed on the nature nurture controversy withl spect to the

demonstration of generic skills. Nevertheless

the use of a general intelligence measure should-be included as a covariate

, 44

when comparing generic skill performance between or among ttudent cohorts

in academic program evaluation.

these' results point out that-

Discussion'

A prototype baccalaureate outcome measure was developed to make the

assessment of higher-order thinking skills more,theoretically coherant,

and'psychometrically defensible.' A problem solving model was
Of

advanCed in which five generic-skills were identified which undergird the

capstone skill, Problem Solving, namely. Communication; Analysis Synthesis,

°

Valuing and Execution. An assessment .strategy was advanced in whithall:of
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Table 5

cy
\_/Generic skills Correlations with Background Variables.

.Problem
Solving

Age .65

Year in College .54

Total .Semester

Hours Completed , .56

Semester Hours
in Major .54

Semester Hours
in Psychology .53. -

General Education .34

Vocabulary .45

Com. Anal. Syn. Val. Exec.

.37 .60 .61 .56 .61 .

.31 .58, .58 .56' .53

.35. .57 .60 .57 . ,49

,..33 .55 .56 : .53 .46,

.27 .60 .43 ,49 .60

.22 .34 .39 .38 .34

.31 .63 .55 .62 .46,
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these skills may be treated in the tcontext of one problem solving

situation. The following discussion focuses on the validity, reliability

and utility use of the measure in academic program evaluation.

Validity as a generic skill measure. At the present stage in the

development of generic skills measures, a major concern regarding vali-

dity is from the standpoint of Construct validity. Data were analyzed With

respect to the independence of dimensions, commonality of skills across

tasks, the contribution of intelligence factors, ancr,the potential bias ,

stimulus familiarity. It wouldlappear from the results of analysis that

the constructs advanced by the model possess an adequate degree of indepen-

dence. The testing of the constructs are not limited to the specific

directives used in the present, prototype instrument. Certainly other

directives could be used in-the scenarios to assess different component

skills. In fact, other component skills were contemplated in the develop-

ment of the persent instrument. These happened to be some of the most fre-

quently identified component skills from previous studies (Peterson, 1982,

-Peterson and Watkins,' 1978). In this regard, the author is, not satisfied

with the Valuing directive. The directive used in this battery represents

a skill too far down .in a hierarchial analysis of the Valuing dimension.

Nevertheless this particular directive pertaining to the infering of values

from behavior is almost universal in the lists of generic skills proposed

by liberal arts faculties.

-.These generic.,skillSAO cut across assessment tasks. A recent study

bySackett and Dreher (1982) found that themean correlation atilblig.typica1

a§tessmenttenter.tasks (In basket
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raising questions concerning whether the concept of generic skills is rele-

vant. However, the variability in, the kinds of exercises in the present

prototype measure is much less than in the typical "bill-of-faire" in
o

assessment center tasks. Nevertheless, an issue is raised for further

research, regarifing limits of generiC skills in terms of decreasing task

fidelity or epistomologicil distance. Had one of the tasks,4gguired mathe

matical proficiency, would the intercorrelations among exercises be

reduced? The fact that the average attenuated correlation different among

skills (rtt =.69) was greater than the average attenuated correlation

between the same skills across tasks (rtt=.49) gives support for further

inquiry into the meaning of the concept generic.

Another interesting finding was the extent to which the skills co-vary

with educational experience and age. Cattell (1977) and Horn (1981) pro-

pose that general ability consists of two abilities: Fluid and Crystallized

abi-l-ities.---Fluidabil-ities, often measured by figural analogies, classi

fications, series completion problems, memory span a d the liket begin

their development early in life and reach a peak in late adolescence and

then begin to decline in early to middle adulthood. Crystallized abilities

on the other hand, often measured by tests of vocabulary, reading compre-

hension, semantic relations and general information, tend to increase inde-
,

finitely with age:. These latter abilities appear to be similar to the ways

in which generic skills, as measured in thiS_ battery, perforal.

logical that educational expetienCe.,woUld have an impact on the develOpment

It seems

.of crystalized abilipas but not on fluid abilities. :NevertheletS,t

relationship between generic skills and fluid abilities .is point of
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inquiry. The use of the Wide Range Vocabulary Test was an attempt to

accountfor a fundamental attribute (i.e. a fluid ability) of higher order

intellectual performance but it may actually be another construct in an

array of crystallized abilities as suggested by WillisSchail andjueerS
.

(1983). Nevertheless, when using the battery-to compare the development

generic skills across academic disciplines or between different classes,

some measure shOuld seemingly be used to equate potential differences in

academic aptitudes. The Wide Range Vocabulary Test would ostensibly be an

indicator of verbal aptitude.

Irresistably, one last "as if" analysis was conducted to deteFmine

whether there' would be significant differences between lower division,

upper, division and graduate students in this sample population in terms of

generic skill performance. In noway should these results be construed as

representing these respect-he groups at Florida. State-University. The sub-
)

jects 'Were, not drawn'at random froM circumscribed populations. Neverthe

less, data are presented to demonstrate how the measure mightbe used to

evaluate the growth of .generic Problem,solving skills duringAhe

baccalaureate yearS... Verbal ability as measured by the ETS Wide Range

,NoCabulary Test was used as a covar'ate to equate verbal ability among

these educational levels.

The results of this "demonstration" analysis are portrayed in Table ,6
o

on the next Page. One can note there-were no differences between lower and

upper division performances but that graduate student perfO

five or six skills were significantly different from underg

it be that undergraduate education enhances the developm

schemas on which to structure and interpret subsequent 1
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Table 6

Generic Skills.by Performance by Educational Level
with Vocabulary Score as Covariate.

Skill

Lower
Division

= 20)

Upper
Division
(N = 26)

Graduate
(N =16)

froble Solving M 22.6a 21.8 30.9 7.97***.

SD 5.0 4.8 6.1

Communication M 23.8 23.2 28.9 .88

SD 5.2 8.6C 6.4

Analysis M 24.1 23.9 31.3 4.74*

SD 3.1 4.7 4.4

Synthesis M 23.5 . 23.5 32.1 6.18**

SD 3.4 5.3 5.9

Valuing M 15.6 17.3 24.9 4.80*'

SD 3.3 5.1 7.4

ExecUtion M 22.0 21.9 30.5 8.39***

SD--.4.5 4.5 5.6

a. Unadjusted Means.

* p < .05
** p < .01

*** p .001
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Perhaps a requisite amount of life's experiences is required before higher-

order thought proces,pes become evident in the real-life leVel problem

situations. It could be that problemPswarios cast at the major field

level would discriminate between lower and and upper division students.

Reliability. The battery appear! to possess sufficient reliability

for use as a program evaluation instrument. The modest interrater product-
.

moment correlations could be improved by a more concentrated. effort tomoment

raters and to provide an honorarium to fostermotivation to mak,

subtle discriminations among performances. With such procedures the

assessment battery could be reduced to two'exercises and rated by two

raters without appreCiably lowering reliability. The Cost of adminis-

tering and scoring would also be reduced.

Utility. Assuming that the instrument is sufficiently valid and

reliable for use in academic program evaluation, administrators ultimately

".inquire about the costs to the institution, the faculty students.

The estimated direct costs to develop,. administer, score and analyie:the'

results of this instrument for a subjeCt pool of 62 Was 'woo:: This amount

does-41Ot include 'research Costsinvolved.prior to the actual development of

the measure. It must'be.remeMbered howeverJhat costs escalate with the

desire to achieve greater reliability in scores and #eater confice, ce that

a sample.respreSents a given population. In order to obtain samples of

freshmen and seniors that 'possess a sampling error of less than .05 and a
4

confid ce level of .10 as many as 400 subjects would be required (Cochran,

. At this confidence level, the cost of evaluation. escalates to

$15,000 assuming'3'exerdTkes..,, 3 raters, and paying eathdbject $10:to

achieve a-desii-ed shOW4AtOr Stratified random sampling procedures..
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With two and.two ratings for eachexercise the cost is $11,000..
I

The majOr variable costs, of course, are scoring and paying students to

take t e test to achieve'a desired sampling accuracy. Cbsts of course are

reduced as these two factors are compromised. Costs for instrument deve-:

lopmnt, computer analysis, clerical support and supplies are, nearly fixed-

.
and these were estimated to,be $4500.

OP

Conclusion. Without a doubt, performance testing is expensive com-

pared to using commercially prepared multiple choice tests. The usefulness

of erformance tests, will depend on whetherthe kinds of informationabout

students are useful for making curriculum decisions pertaining to course

structure and student degree requirements. A previous study (Peterson,

1982) reported that when performance tests and multiple choice tests are

combined in an assessment battery; these two kinds of assessments load on

two distinct factors suggesting that performance tests do provide different

information from multiple chOice tests. A prototype baccalaureate measure

has been developed that appears to be associated with the level of educa-

tional attainment (i .e. total crediehours completed and level of

-educational attainment). However, the relative contributions of matura-

tion, certain intellectual factors and various educational experiences to

generic skill performance should be ascertained through experimental

research paradigms before curriculum decisions should be based on its use.

Nevertheless, this prototype measure appears to be worthy of further

exploration as-a research instrument witnfite

the relationship between curriculum and outcomes of postsecondary

education.
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APPENDIX I

Real Life ProblerOolving Exercise
"Cuban Crisis"

PART 1: The Decision,

The Scenario

As a case worker for the Department,of Social Services, you have been

assigned-to work with a young Cuban woman, found beaten and semi-conscious

in a Cuban neighborhood. Taken by'police to a hospital, she acknowledged

that she had been sexually assaulted, but refused to identify her attacker;

she became hysterical at the suggestion that she undergo a physical exami-

nation to determine if rape had occurred. Her family has refused to
cooperate with po'l'ice attempts' to investigate the presumed rape, although
the police have been able to determine her attacker's identity by infor-

mants in the Cuban community. The girl's father has flatly refused, to

swear out a warrant, and the girl refused to acknowledge either that a rape

has occurred or her assailant's identity.. Frustrated, the police have

called you to come to the police station and take over the case.

Directions:

Your task-is to describe which course(s) of action you would recommend

be taken and wy:. Please elaborate as much' as you can. Use the back of

this page if,necessary.



Part II: The Inquiry

,The. Scenario

As a case worker for theDepartMent of Social Services; you have been

assigned to work with,a young Cuban woman, found beaten and' semi-conscious

in a Cuban.neighborhood in Miami, Fla. Taken by police toa hospital, she

.

acknowledged that the had been sexually assaulted, but refused to identify

her attacker; she became hysterical at the suggestion that she undergo

physical examination to determine if rape had occurred. Her family has

refused to cooperate\with police attempts to investigate the presumec.rape,

although the police have been able to determine her attacker's identity by

informants in the Cuban community. The girl's father has flatly refused to

swear out a warrant, and the girl refused to acknowledge either that a rape

has occurred or her assailant's identity. Frustrated, the police have

called you to come to. the police station and take over the case.

Directions:

Please answer the following questions, as completely and cdncisely as

you can. However, if there is not enough space,.pleas.e ask the proctor for

additional paper.

Communication
1. As a social worker, what are the central issuei'for you in the above

scenario?

Analysis.
`12. Describe the problem from the girl's perspective, from thefather's

perspective, from the police's perspective.

(a) The girl's:

Or The father's:

(6) The police:

Page 2
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Synthesis
List as many possible courses of action that might be taken in the

above scenario, including pt ons you would not choose to follow. Use

the back of this page if here is not enought space for all of your

alternatives.

(b)

C) I

Valuing
4. What values\might you hypothesize underlie 'the father's behavior?, The

girl's behavior?

Father's values:

Girl's values:
a.

Execution.
E. cor the solution you recommended on page 1, outline the,sequence of

actions that you would take to implement the solution. Describe what

you would do first, second, third; etc. (Go on to the back of this

page for additional steps).

Page 3

w



Familiarity Scale

Indicate your familiarity with Latin or Cuban culture by circling the.
,number which most closely approximates your acquaintance.

1. know nothing .(e.g., you have no knowledge of Cuban or Latin
culture nor how these cultures are different from
Middle America.

2. only a vagbe'familiarity (e.g., your familiarity is restricted to
1 what you have read in the newspapers or have seen

on television news broadcasts)

3. somewhat familiar (e.g., you have studied the culture but do not
speak or read Spanish)

4. familiar (e.g., you have studied.the culture and have taken
courses including Spanish)

5. very familiar (e.g,, you have first hand acquaintance through
living in the culture for 6 moritks of more and
speak the language. You are very familiar. with
ways in which the culture is different from
Middle America.)



Generic Skills Rating Scales

Cuban Crisis,

Generalized PrOlemlolVing (formulat01 plan ofactitmto':,rectif

based on Oigher cirderprinctOle

Medium

4

Options selected and reasons

given are logical and demon

strate capacity for higher

order principled thought.

major concernAo others

should be the girl's, psycho-

logical well-being.. The

proposed action.is concrete

(as opposed to vague, abstract)

and several perspectives are

brough to bear on the decision

There is a consideration,tf

social'and cultural factors.

Solution attempts to satisfy

everyonels''needs such that no

'one's needs are completely met'.

Gr, girl's psychological well

being sacrificed for appre-

hension4of rapist However,

their must be some concern for

girl's,IpsycholoFal well-

being. At this level, there is

no indication of a balance

among perspective..FORTis

only on one part Of :scenario,

i.e.. the girl's welfare or

bringing the assailant .to

trial.

SOlutfOkis,,,yegue, 04*

trial*Verroitrat40

used, Solution: does not

4akelOP40010101e:
perspectives and, values

APqr0119:71(006ila.2:
Favors one view :.with out

justification. Solution .de

.mtistratetndgeicLfor

giiTs4elltbOng;:eg';:::"Get

the ripiW,

II. COmmunication (Understands of toMplex situations, y expretSing the:main:idea in ones own words.

,Medium

3

41

-5

Mentions that the first

% priority is the girl's

psychological well being.

Answer reflects sensitivity

to Cuban culturil itsues

("machismo",'"chaperoning",

etc). Mentions father's need

to support and answer addresses

society's responsibilities to

individuals in need.

Sensitivity to "deeper",

"latent issues".

First emphasiOsrn capturing

and Ounishing'rariist.MentiOns,

1ConCernArlirl's well being,'

cultUraYistueS, fathers needs,

forHsupOort,b4HOese'are"

reflects

incomplete or superficial'
aWarenetsAfAerlyinglisUesi

eg:,.lelOneAift:and, family

feel beterm

ResOnds to Onifett,ISSuesi,

or,father.

tio:6000W61P*
issues, ntOrantOejd

diC6011aSedEXtrOlY

sUPerfiCial:Und,erSta0Ing' of

the complexitiesAtthe

MtUatiOn';H:0,004ely:

neglects



III. Analysis (Perceive elements of'problem situation as evidenced by the ability to

view an event from multilile perspeCtives)',

Medium

3

From the girl's perspective:

denial-of-rape. to- rotect---

family or personal honor;

obedience to the Cfather.

Father's perspective: guilt

about not, living up to cul-

tural norms regarding pro-

tection of daughter; shame

regarding .daughter; wants

to manage crisisprivately.
Police's perspective': social

control need to see justice

served. All three perspec-

tives recognized and plausibly

correct.

AnsWer, reflects awareness ofreness,.
only perspectives :or, one

perSpeCtiveOphisize0ore.

than the others;

analysisl"but:"on the right
trace ". May be vag'Oenes.,

about one of:_the 004.spOCtivet.

Soine understanding of cultural

issues,

Only one perspective recog7.,

nizec1,:swerlaiqd'nOnn

formation no resen

Analysisiery super

opinionated,
iq,se

diced, hacks 4 u ers

ing'nf'61611)SsiLt

PrejecOeYnn 'informs

Piii'vegC(Oes;Vnet,
exam; ,or "knoWs th

and is afraidto tell ur..

'fears additiOnal attacks%

I'V, ,Synthesis (Formulate a variety of disCretely, plausible courses of action)

5

At least 3 to 5 plausible

and discrete courses of

action outli,ned .

'clearly .presented Without:

bias. Answer_rellects

that the'option'silected

in' PART I was not the
only possible Fie.

Medium

Three to five options pre-

sented but with an obvious

bias toward one of the op-

tions. Does not reflect a

"freeing up" of the mind to

entertain other alterpatives,.

Imbalance in the clarity of

options. Options are not

discrete, but are restate

ments of two, or three options

Oply:one',realip.t.,10011sted

QUesti,,On, not ;answered (eg;

gives . straegY:fOrl,.,hOW'

course of action

im'plemtted),.. Illogical "Put
attacker ", . girl and father an

one room and see what

happens "'.



Thre6 plus two values iden.

tified for each role (5 total
Girls: obedience,

avoidance of conflict,

chasity. Fathers: control,
privacy, family honor .

Answer reflects familiarity
with'cultural and societal,

values,

Most obviou v lueS, identified Little ;or no' awareness

3 abut`. ans ,er ref le;ts' lack ;of= what `values ar

understanding of cultura.'

in as.Zes:

only' the fathe 's;,ir daughter's

.
oglcal:means.ends.relationishlps wittysufficient:Oatl,

Medium

717

Description is such

that someone else 'could

carry out action,' There .

is a 1.6gical and, lear pro.
greSion...,of steps 71

"flOwChOt"ln Words..

Optional*tionS st4ed,
sequential, and

closure.; Awar0f.-pre.
partition before;interVieWing.

The descriptio is

general; the s quence of

actions is broken; impor.

tant, steps mis ing; some.

iftelevant inf rmation.
Individual cou d "muddle,

through" to th solution.

Description not clear,

vague, over simplified;
Someone ;would ,not be able

to` implement olution from

the description of ;events..

,Trial and error ;approach

to implementation, '06
does, not lead to a,- solutioi

only an array of Hadtfvf0



APPENDIX III

jhg',SCenarlos.'

Ps a case; worker:. for= the Department of Social Services you have been

assigned to work with a young Cuban woman, found beaten and semi-conscious
in a Cuban neighborhood. Taken by Police to a hospital, she acknowledged
that'she had been sexually assaulted, but refused to identify her attatker;
she became hysterical at the suggestion that she undergo .a physical exami-
nation to determine if rape had occurred. Her family has refused to
cooperate with police attempts to investigate the presumed rape, although

the police have been able to determine her attacker's identity by infor-
mants-in the Cuban community. The girl's father has flatly refused to
swear out'a warrant, and the girl refused to acknowledge dither that .a rape

has occurred or her assailant's identity.' Frustrated, the police have
called you to come to the police station and take over the case.

Land Development (II)

You are a County Commissioner and a special meeting has been called in
order to settle a dipute that has occurred concerning the proposed deve-

lopment of 100 acres of land alongfa primitive river, bank. The land in
question iszp-feet beyond a marshy area that borders the river.- The deve-

loper plans to subdivide the land 'into one acre residential tracts. The

site is in a rural county that lies just 7 miles south of a rapidly growing .

metropolitan area The river and surrounding areas are noted for their

excellent fishing and camping, annually attracting sportsmen and campers

statewide and beyond. A major controversy has been raging ever since the

developers intentions were made public. '.Local environmental groups here
,
opposed the development while local businessmen have stressed the need for

such a development. The developer had promised-to delay the actual
construction until environmental groups completed an environmental impact

study. The special meeting has been called because several days ago the

developer began construction of a road along the river bank sand ;,as also

begun digging wells and septic tanks. The local environmental groups are

demanding an immediate halt to construction. The developer claims that the

construction delay is costing him thousands daily and that he intends to

Proceed with construction until concrete evidence is provided that the sub-

division would be other than beneficial to the community.



Token Economy (III)

You are a School Board member in an inner city school district.

Disciplinary problems in the 3rd thr ugh 6th grades have tripled in the

past year. The School Board-has eived _numerous demands from parents to

do something to restore order to he schoolrooms. Because of understaff-ing--

the classrooms are overcrowded and it has become, increasingly more dif

ficult for teachers to m the students. Fighting, practical joking,

inattentiveness, the use of vulgar language,and cheating abound. Several

principals have asked the School Board to instilute'a token economy in all
elementary school classrooms within the school district. Since this pro-

posed solution was introduced at the last board meetihg a controversy has

raged between opposing factiods in the P.T.O. Those favOring the institu-

- tion of a token economy claim it is the most efficient way to,eliminate.

undosirable classrOom behavior. Those opposing. the use of 'a token economy`

do §o primarily on ethical and-mbral grounds. The board meets next month

to make recommendattons for further courses of action.


